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Abstract 
Van Assche, W., Christoffel functions and Turan determinants on several intervals, Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics 48 (1993) 207-223. 
We consider orthogonal polynomials on the real line with an underlying asymptotic periodic structure for the 
coefficients in the three-term recurrence relation. These polynomials live on a set E which consists of several 
intervals. We give a survey of some techniques for obtaining asymptotic results of the orthogonal polynomials 
on the oscillatory region E. From these results we obtain a useful technique for approximating the weight 
function on E by means of Christoffel functions and shifted TurPn determinants. 
Keywords: Orthogonal polynomials; recurrence relation; density estimation. 
1. Introduction 
Let p,(x), it = 0, 1, 2,. . . , be orthonormal polynomials on the real line with respect to a 
probability measure p: 
/” P,W&> G-44 = L,w 
-cc 
It is well known that these polynomials satisfy a three-term recurrence relation 
“%(4 =an+lPn+l (4 + ha +%Pn-l(4 
with initial values 
PO(“) = I, p-&6) = 0. 
The Christoffel functions for this system of orthogonal polynomials are given by 
h,(x) = (Y , Pk(q -l. 
k=O 
w 
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These Christoffel functions play a crucial role in many aspects of the theory of orthogonal 
polynomials. 
(1) The Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula is such that for every polynomial r of degree at 
most 2n - 1 one has 
i T(xj,ri)Aj,n = /T(x) dP(x)y 
j=l 
where xj,, , 1 <j < ~1, are the zeros of the &h-degree orthogonal polynomial p,(x) and A,,,, 
1 <j < IZ, are the corresponding Christoffel numbers. These Christoffel numbers can be 
obtained by evaluating the Christoffel function at the zeros x~,~: 
*j,n = An(Xj,n)* 
Hence uniform asymptotics for the Christoffel function and the asymptotic behaviour of the 
zeros lead to relevant information about the asymptotic behaviour of the quadrature formula. 
(2) Extremal property: the Christoffel function is the minimum of the L,(p)-norm over all 
polynomials r of degree II - 1 for which T(X) = 1 at a given x: 
The minimum is attained at 
n-l 
C pj(x)pj(t) 
r(t) = ‘=;_I . 
c Pi”(X) 
j=O 
(3) Reproducing kernel: the minimizing polynomial in the above extremal problem can be 
written in terms of the kernel 
n-l 
K,(xP t, = C Pj(x)Pj(t)* 
j=O 
The Christoffel-Darboux formula gives 
K,(x, t) = a, 
P&)Pn-1(t) -Pd(x)Pn(t) 
x-t 
, 
and the confluent form 
K,(x, x> =Q(x) =%(PXx)P,-l(X) -P,:-I(X)P,(X)). 
This kernel enables us to write the truncated Fourier series for a function f as 
n-1 
C fiPj(x) = Jf(t)Kn(xY t, dE.L(t)Y 
j=O 
where f,, are the Fourier coefficients 
f, = /fWp,W d/-W. 
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(4) The moment problem: if for some x E C\R one has 
lim A,(x) > 0, 
n-m 
then the Hamburger moment problem for the moments of p is indeterminate. In a determinate 
moment problem the limit of the Christoffel function can only be different from zero on the 
real line, and 
lim h,(x) = p, 
n-m 
for x E R, implies that p has a positive mass at x of size p. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the Christoffel function on the real line thus gives important 
information about the discrete part of the orthogonality measure p. We will show that also the 
absolutely continuous part of the measure can be obtained from the Christoffel function under 
suitable conditions. For more information about the relevance of the Christoffel function the 
reader is referred to the case study 1111. 
We consider the case where the support supp(~.~) consists “essentially” of N intervals: 
supp(p)‘= E = 6 Ei, 
i=l 
where Ei are finite intervals and the prime indicates the derived set, i.e., the set of accumula- 
tion points. However, we do impose extra conditions on these intervals. One of the following 
conditions should hold. 
(1) E = T-‘([ - 1, 11) f or some polynomial T of degree N with N real zeros and N - 1 
extrema outside (- 1, 1). 
(2) The coefficients in the three-term recurrence relation for the orthogonal polynomials are 
asymptotically periodic with period N: 
lim (la, -u,0I+(b,-b,OI)=O, (1.2) n-m 
where a: and bi are periodic sequences with period N: 
ai+N=af, bi+N=bi, n=0,1,2 )... . (1.3) 
(3) If pE is the equilibrium measure on E, then 
/-+(EJ = ;, i=l,2 N. ,***, 
There are interesting relations between these conditions: Aptekarev [3] showed that condi- 
tions (1) and (3) are equivalent. When N = 2, this implies that both intervals have the same 
length. Aptekarev [3] also showed that condition (1) and the SzegB condition 
/>g P’(X) d/-+(x)> --co (1.4) 
imply the asymptotic periodicity of the coefficients as given by condition (2). On the other 
hand, in [4] is shown that the Szegii condition will hold when 
e log n (ia~-anI+Ib~-b,() <w, (1.5) 
n=l 
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which is a stronger condition than (1.2). One can obtain various families of orthogonal 
polynomials on E = T-‘([ - 1, 11) via a polynomial transformation, as has been worked out in 
detail in [5]. On one interval an important result of Rakhmanov [8,9,13,14] says that for a 
measure p with supp(p) = [a, b] and p’ > 0 almost everywhere on [a, b], one always has 
lim a, = +(b -a), lim b, = +(~2 +b). 
n+m n+m 
With this result in mind we have the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Suppose supp(p) = E where E consists of N intervals satisfying condition (1) or (3). 
If p’(x) > 0 almost everywhere on E, then the corresponding recurrence coefficients are asymptoti- 
cally periodic with period N. 
2. Jacobi matrices 
Orthogonal polynomials and Jacobi matrices are closely related. For the orthogonal polyno- 
mials p,(x) with recurrence relation 
%(X) =an+lPn+l (4 + bzPn(4 + %&-l(~)~ 
the Jacobi matrix is given by the infinite tridiagonal matrix 
‘b, a1 
\ 
a1 bl a2 
J= a2 b2 a3 
a3 b3 a4 
\ 
For the orthogonal polynomials qn(x) with periodic coefficients given by (1.31, 
%(X) = a:+r%l+1 (x> + @q,(x) + aiq,-,(x), 
and orthogonal&y measure pa, 
_/-CI&)q&) dPcl(X) = L,,? 
the Jacobi matrix is 
J,, = 
The asymptotic periodicity results in some invariance principles. A compact operator M on 1, 
maps every infinite bounded set into a compact set: for every sequence {+n,,) of elements in I2 
such that CT=, I en(k) I 2 < C, the sequence {M+n} contains a subsequence which converges in 
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1,. A banded infinite matrix in 1, is compact if and only if the elements on the diagonal 
converge to zero [l, p.631. Hence, when 
then J-J,:I, + 1, is a compact operator. We therefore say that J is a compact perturbation of 
J,. Compact perturbations preserve the essential spectrum (Weyl, 1909 [7, p.244]), hence the 
essential spectrum of J is equal to the essential spectrum of J,. The essential spectrum of J is 
the set of accumulation points of the support of p, hence 
supp(cL)’ = suPP(kl)‘* 
The compactness of J -_I,, also implies that Jk - Ji is a compact operator for k E N, because 
k-l 
Jk - J$ = c J”(J - Jo)Jgk-‘-I, 
n=O 
and the product of a compact operator with a bounded operator is compact [7, p.1581. Also 
(zl-J)-’ -(zZ-Jo)- ’ is compact for z G supp(p.) u supp(& because 
(zl-J)~l-(zZ-Jo)~l=(~Z-J)~‘(J-J,)(~Z-J,)-l. 
We thus expect that many properties of the orthogonal polynomials q,(x) for Jo will remain 
valid for the orthogonal polynomials p,(x) for J. Define 
T(x) = ; G(X) - ~&L(X) 
i 
a:: 
1 
and set 
0?(X) = T(x) + dT?(x); 
then the essential spectrum for p. is the set 
E={XER:-l<T(x)<l}=T-‘([-l,l]), 
and the orthogonal&y reads 
&$x)&) “‘,_:;i;i dx + C%M%&) z 
N i Nl I 
The support of p0 thus consists of two parts: 
SUPP(&) =E uE*, 
6 vl,n 
where E * are the zeros of qN_l(~) with qN(xi) # mN(xi), and hence the essential spectrum for 
J, is the set E. The periodicity of the recurrence coefficients is reflected very well in two new 
solutions of the periodic recurrence relation: both 
4nf(X) =qn+N(X) -ON%(X) and q;(x) =qn+N(X) -@-%(x> 
are solutions of the periodic recurrence relation such that 
J%,+(x), ~-“sn(x) 
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are periodic with period N. A useful formula for the modulus of these functions is 
a; 
~%1(+&y(X) = 14ni(x)12. 
n+l 
(2.3) 
The following lemma will be of use later. 
Lemma 1. Suppose x E E but oN(x> # 1; then 
N-l 
c IqJ(x)12=2a~qN-l(x)T’(x). 
j=O 
(2.4) 
Proof. Use [4, Lemma 7, formula (111.26), p.2681 to find 
(~-~)~~o~~~(~)~2=~~(40i(i)411(~)-~oi(l)~~~(~)) 
and 
(2 -f)~~~lq:(z)l*=a,(q:(f)q:-,(z) -4Wqxq~ 
where 3,~ > 0. Subtracting both formulas and using the formulas 
q;(z) =6J -N(Z)q:(z)Y &1(z) = 0 -“( z)&( z> 
gives 
N-l 
(z-2) C Iq~(z)I’=a~(l --w-~ (.+-N(f))(qg+(Z)q’I(z) - qof(z)q’1(~)). 
j=O 
Now let z =x + ie with E > 0 and let E -+ 0; then, because of 
lim q,t(x + ie) =4,+(x), 
E”O+ 
lim q,+(x - ic) =4;(x), 
c+o+ 
one finds 
N-l 
-N(z) (q,(x)qT,(x) - qo+(x)ql1(x)). 
Use de 1’Hopital’s rule and the formula 
o’(z) = 
~(Z)W) 
N/m 
[4, bottom of p.2571 together with 
lim w”(.x + ie) = mN(x), 
E--+0+ 
lim gN(_x - ie) = O-~(X), 
E’O+ 
to find 
N-l 
c ~@(x)~2=a~~~ qN 1 ‘T’(x)’ 1 _ (x)l(lo”(x) -tKN(x)I, 
j=O 
which gives the desired result. 0 
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The invariance implies the following result. 
Theorem 2 (Geronimo and Van Assche [6]). Let J -J, be compact; then for every continuous 
function f and for all k, j E 72’ one has 
lim f(X)przN+j(X)p,N+k(X) dP(x) n+m / 
1 
/ ( )’ fx 
a~+lq~-+i:)N-l (x) + a;+ Iqjk;:)N_ 1 
= &Tap+la~+l E 
(‘)I dx 
/- . 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for f any polynomial, and by linearity the case f(x) =xm for 
all m E N suffices. Then the integral 
/ x’nPnp,N+j(x)PnN+k(x> dP.(x) 
is just the (nN + j, nN + k)-entry of the banded operator J”, which by the invariance is a 
compact perturbation of J,“. Therefore the limit of this integral is the same as the limit of 
/ XmqnN+j(X)qnN+k(X) dPO(x)* 
This limit can be computed explicitly by using some elementary properties of the orthogonal 
polynomials with periodic recurrence coefficients and this gives the desired result. 0 
In particular, for j = k we obtain 
lim n-m 
3. Christoffel functions 
We now have enough tools to prove weak convergence of the Christoffel functions. 
Theorem 3. Zf J - J, is compact, then for every continuous function f, 
where pE is the equilibrium measure on E: 
;i_m_/f(x)(nn,,(x))-’ G.(x) = jEf(x) G-&)~ 
Proof. From (2.5) we find by taking Cesaro means 
(2.5) 
(34 
(3.2) 
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By Lemma 1 and (2.3) we have 
from which the result is now immediate. 0 
This weak convergence is useful if we are only interested in integrals with respect to p and 
not so much in p itself. As an immediate consequence we obtain the asymptotic behaviour of 
the functions of the second kind 
/ 
p,(x) 
z--x d&x), 2 @ suPP(/-$ 
because 
Theorem 4. If J - Jo is compact, then for z G supp( p), 
1 
lim 
(2) 
dx 
n+m PnN+j 
and 
Pointwise or uniform convergence requires stronger conditions and we also need stronger 
tools. From [4] we borrow the following theorem. 
Theorem 5 (Geronimo and Van Assche [4]). Suppose 
then 
(3.3) 
n=O 
lim 1 PnN+j(X)(\r) n-m 
1 T2 x sgn T’(x)) -Iqf(x)$(x)lsin(nNB +c(e))l =O, (3.4) 
uniformly on closed subsets of E\{T2(x) = l), where 
0 = arg w(x), q(0) = arg q;(x) 
and 
li’l- T2(x) 
“(x)‘2 = akvp’(x)lq,_,(x)l . 
P-5) 
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Proof (sketch). We use a Green’s function technique. Rewrite the recurrence relation (1.1) as 
%(X> - 4+,P,+,(4 - b,0&) - 4Pn-I(4 
z 
(a n+l - 4+,)P,+,(4 + (h -b,0)P,W + (an - 4)Pn-l(47 
and consider the right-hand side as a known sequence. Then we treat the above recurrence 
relation as a nonhomogeneous recurrence relation and the homogeneous part has as solutions 
the orthogonal polynomials q,(x) and the associated polynomials. Hence the Green’s functions 
are given by G(k, n) =~$L<_l),(x)/u~+,, and solving the recurrence relation by variation of 
coefficients gives the formula 
where 
By using a discrete version of Gronwall’s inequality this gives bounds for p,(x) of the type 
where c, = 1 bi - b, 1 + 1 u:+~ - a,,, 1 I. Define a new function 
then as IZ + ~0, 
L+i&> - ON&L4 N 4,+(x)%$ 
with a rate of convergence. Asymptotic behaviour of p,(x) on E now follows by taking the 
imaginary part. 0 
For the Christoffel function this implies the following result. 
Theorem 6. Suppose 
ii (lb,0-b,I+Iay,+,-a,.,I) <03; 
n=O 
then 
Or 
lim 1 nclpf(x) = L IT’(x>I 
n~m It j=O NT ,_d(x)/m 
G-44 
lim nh,(x> = dFE(X) ’ 
n-+m 
uniformly on closed subsets of E\{T*(x) = 1). 
P-6) 
(3 7 
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Proof. From Theorem 5 and Ce&ro’s lemma we easily find as m + co, 
(lmT2(x))k ~if~~ZN+jCx) 
- 14jf(x)12 
This is the same as 
From this one easily finds 
Lemma 1 then gives (3.6). The set E has the equilibrium measure pE with 
where A is a Bore1 subset of E. The asymptotic behaviour of the Christoffel function can 
therefore be written as 
lim 1 ‘ilp:(x) = 
G-44 
n-+m n k=O d/-4x) ’ 
which proves (3.7). q 
On one interval (N = 1) one has the following theorem. 
Theorem 7 (MAtC, Nevai and Totik [lo]). Suppose that p is a measure on [ - 1, l] such that 
/ 
1 log W(X) 
_1 d_ dx> -w; 
then 
E&nh,(x) = ~~/_L’(X), 
for almost every x E [ - 1, 11. If I c [ - 1, 11 is art open interval such that 
/, log /J(x) dx > -a, 
then 
nll_m,nl\.n(x) = 7rJ1_xz#u’(x) 
holds for almost every x E I. 
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Totik has formulated a conjecture about a possible extension of the previous result to 
measures on more general sets. 
Coqjecture (Totik). Let p be a finite positive Borel measure in the complex plane. Assume the 
support of p is the boundary of a connected open set containing a neighborhood of infinity. 
Assume that this boundary is the union of finitely many smooth Jordan arcs and on each of these 
arcs 
/ log ,+)I ds I > -m, 
where p’ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of p with respect to arc length on this arc. Then 
+-4s) 
lim n&W = dv(s) n-m 
holds v-almost everywhere, where v is the equilibrium measure of supp(p). 
Our result on the asymptotic behaviour of the Christoffel function is compatible with Totik’s 
conjecture. The asymptotic behaviour in Theorem 6 however has been obtained via the 
three-term recurrence relation, whereas Totik’s conjecture is in terms of conditions on the 
orthogonality measure. It follows that whenever (3.3) holds, the absolutely continuous part of 
the measure (the weight function) can be approximated by the Christoffel functions. We will 
give some examples in Section 5. 
4. Turin determinants 
Another approximation for the absolutely continuous part uses Turin determinants. On one 
interval a Tursn determinant is defined by 
1 P,(X) an+lP,+I(x) 
Ql(x) =P,‘(x) - ~P,-I~x)P,,,(x) = a, p 
n 1 
_ cx> 
%Rl(X) 
D,(x; N) =P,(x)P, -N+dx) - aa”+ &I+I(~)&N(~) 
n-N+ 1 
1 
A(X) %+lPn+lW z 
a n-N+1 &N(x) an-N+lPn-N+l(X) * 
Weak convergence of these shifted Turan determinants follows immediately from Theorem 2. 
or a similar expression. On N intervals with an underlying asymptotic periodic structure for the 
recurrence coefficients we [6] introduced shifted Turhn determinants as 
Theorem 8 (Geronimo and Van Assche). If 
lim la,-ajlI=O, lim lb,-biI=O, 
n-m n+m 
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then for every continuous function f one has 
lim f(x)a 
n+m / 
.+,D,(x; N) dp(x) = -!-Lf(x)/m sgn T’(x) dx. 
Proof. Applying Theorem 2 immediately gives 
lim 
n+m I 
f(x)Dn,+j(x; N) dp(x) 
1 
/ ( ) fx = 477aP+, E 
2 -&P(x) + (ap+*/ap+2)&3(x) sgn T,(x) dx 
/T2(X) 
From (2.1) and qA“+)2N(x) = 2T(x>qL“+),(x> - qik’(x) we then find 
lim fCXlan+lDnN+j n+m / 
(x; N) dp(x) = i/Ef(x)/m sgn T’(x) dx. 
This limit is independent of j, hence the result follows. q 
The relevance of shifted Turan determinants in density approximation is given by the 
following result. 
Theorem 9 (Geronimo and Van Assche [6]). Suppose that 
lim Ia,-aiI=O, lim lb,--b,OI=O, 
n-tm n-m 
and that 
E (lb,-b,+,I +la,+, -ak+N+lI) cco; 
k=O 
(4.1) 
then p is absolutely continuous in E \{T* = 11, p’(x) is strictly positive and continuous on 
E\{T* = 1) and 
1 /l-T*(x) 
lim a,+,D,(x; N) = - sgn T’(x), 
n+m T P’(X) 
uniformly on closed sets in E \ { T * = 1). Moreover, 
1/m 
all+,Q(x; N) - - sgn T’(x) 
?T P’(X) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
where C is a constant depending on the closed set. 
Proof (sketch). Again we use a Green’s function technique, but now with the more complicated 
Green’s function 
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where 
and 
a 
+Np;)( q 
a n+l 
p(x) =x + A’- 1 . 
With these Green’s functions one can write 
n-l 
PnN+j(X) = Gj(“T ‘> + c “(Gj(ky n>, tkN+j - t(k+l)N+j)PkN+j(X)y 
k=O 
where A(s, t) is a rather simple expression in the variables s and t. By using Gronwall’s 
inequality one can find appropriate bounds on the orthogonal polynomials. Then the proof 
works just as in the case of one interval (see, e.g., [Xl). 0 
Notice that condition (4.1) is a condition on the variation of the recurrence coefficients 
modulo N. So not the rate of convergence to the limiting periodic sequence is important, but 
the monotonicity along subsequences modulo N. 
5. Examples 
Let us now show how well Christoffel functions and Turin determinants approximate the 
weight function. We consider a sieved ultraspherical weight [2,5]. Here we take T(x) = CT,(X), 
where T,(X) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of degree N and c 2 1. The sieved 
ultraspherical weight that will be approximated is 
The recurrence coefficients are given by 
b,=O, na0, 
a 1 TINi] .= 2, j=2 ,..., N-l, n>O, 
a2 =- 1 K-i(C) a* 1 _- 
nN 4c U,(c) ’ nN+l = 2 4N, 
n > 0. 
In Fig. 1 we have plotted the weight function (5.1) for c = i. Figure 2 is the approximation 
n*,(x) 
dP&) 
d&) ’ 
using the Christoffel function with n = 11. Near the end points of the intervals the weight 
function behaves as { 1 - T*(x)) ‘I*, the approximation however has the behaviour l/{l - 
T*(x))‘/* near these points, because of the measure pE which appears in the approximation. 
So near the end points of the intervals the approximation is bad. Inside the intervals the shape 
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-0.5 0.5 
Fig. 1. The sieved weight (5.1) with c = i and N = 4. 
of the weight is approximated rather well, taking into account that we only use polynomials up 
to degree 10. 
In Fig. 3 we have the approximation 
+z$(q 
D,(x; 4) 
sgn T’(x), 
Tr 
using a shifted Turan determinant, where the highest-degree orthogonal polynomial used is 
pt,,(x). The approximation is very close indeed, even near the end points. The reason is that the 
convergence of the recurrence coefficients modulo N is very smooth. 
-‘l 4.5 0:s i 
Fig. 2. Approximation via a Christoffel function (n = 11). 
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Fig. 3. Approximation via a Turhn determinant. 
When c = 1, the N intervals touch each other and one deals with one interval, but the 
weight function vanishes at the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind U,_,(x). 
The weight function is 
-l<x<l. (5.2) 
Fig. 4. The sieved weight (5.2) with N = 4. 
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-1 -0.5 0.5 1 
Fig. 5. Approximation via a Christoffel function (n = 21). 
The recurrence coefficients are now given by b,, = 0 and 
a 
1 
nNf~ .= 2, j=2 )..., N-l, n>o, 
a2 = 
1 n 
-- 
nN 4n+l’ af,N+l=~~7 
n > 0. 
In Fig. 4 we have plotted the corresponding weight function. Figures 5 and 6 contain the 
approximations by means of Christoffel functions and shifted TurGn determinants, but now we 
-0’. 5 i 
Fig. 6. Approximation via a shifted T&n determinant. 
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use the orthogonal polynomials up to degree 20. Both approximations preserve the shape of the 
weight very well. 
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